
HTR Software Updates January 10, 2014 

 

HTR2,  MaxVel,  Tour and Robot3 are primed and ready for the new year. 

The version date shown on each is:   "Jan 10, 2014" 

 

HTR2 

Two significant additions have been made to HTR2 for 2014.   
 

1) Systems+.   Displays the four HTR-System scores along with the KAT and AML 

ratings added.  Use the <S> key to sort the prime data columns.   For more information 

about the Systems and the AML, please review the newsletter for Nov/Dec 2013 in the 

HTR Subscriber Zone = http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/membersonly.htm 
  
2) Export HX44.   A new export feature for spreadsheet and database users.  Please read 

the HX44 PDF found in the HTR-Library =  www.htr2.com/km/library.htm (scroll to 

bottom of the screen).   

 

HTR_Tour 

Two new screens added for 2014.    
 

1) KAT-Scan.   Focuses on the powerful KAT rating.   Screen is sorted by the KAT and 

helps to identify live price plays.   For more information on the KAT rating, read the PDF 

Seminar Booklet 2013 = http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 
 

2) Systems screen.   Click-sorting available from the top menu.  See above for more on 

the Systems. 

 

MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) 

MaxVel adds the System information to the Modeler and the main screen.   Many bugs 

were also fixed in MaxVel that were reported during 2013 by users (thanks!).   

 

Robot3 

Robot3 expands with the AML and Systems added to all aspects of the program.  For 

more information on Robot3 additions please visit the HTR-Subscriber Zone and read the 

update information and latest newsletters from 2013/2014. 



Robot3  Version Date:   January 1, 2014 

Upgrade Information 
 

Here is a summary of the new items you'll find in Robor3 version dated Jan. 1, 2014.    

There are also two minor takeaways (none that affect your spot plays) that are explained 

at the end of this text. 

 

AML (Adjusted Morning Line) 
 

 Full filtering capability with the AML odds line in the RANGE FILTERS 

module.   The AML is now an odds option along with MLO, KLine and Tote.  

Click the 'AML' option and then set the odds to any range desired.   
 

 Full spread of the AML with all statistics now listed on the LEARN MORE 

report.  
 

 AML is fully available to save with your spot plays and will prove beneficial 

when targeting certain odds ranges.  
 

Systems 1,2,3,4  
 

 The four new HTR Systems:  Sys1, Sys2, Sys3, Sys4 are available for limited 

filtering with the top-2 ranks for each.  These filters are located on the SPECIAL 

module.  
 

 The LEARN NEW report lists the four Systems (top-2 ranks) with full statistics.   
 

 The Systems top-2 ranks for the four systems can be saved with spot plays and are 

an excellent companion filter for improved results. 
 

Note:  The MaxVel software "Full Stats" report has a top-to-bottom test results for 

System rankings.   The full set of ranks and filters would have overwhelmed the Robot's 

available memory space. 
 

Track Selection Module  
 

An additional SAVE favorite tracks button was added. 
 

Stat Dump 

The full spectrum data-dump still functions on-demand with the click of the "Stat Dump' 

button.  But now it immediately begins the test and defaults to the Win-ROI sort.    
 

Removing the other sort options is not so much a takeaway as it is the start of a revision 

to use this screen more effectively.  Eventually want to produce it as a comma-delimited 

output file for faster sorting of all columns in a spreadsheet format.  This idea came about 

because I grew impatient with having to run multiple tests on the same data over and over 

in order to view it in a different (sort) perspective.  If the data were available in a 

spreadsheet, then we could sort and re-sort instantly on any column without rerunning the 

same test.  
 

Fav- Eval Grades 

I had planned to phase out the "Fav Eval" grades completely from Robot3 to create more 

module space.  But some users might still be using them in spot plays, so they remain as 

part of the Robot filtering.  The only takeaway is on the Learn More report, the "Fav 

Eval" is now limited to the top (1) favorites.    

 


